Species-specificity of DNA trimer densities in chromosomes and their use in the classification of closely related organisms.
16S rDNA sequences are conventionally used for classification of organisms. However, the use of these sequences is sometimes not successful, especially for closely related species. For better classification of these organisms, several methods that are genome sequence-based have been developed. Sequence alignment-based methods are tedious and time-consuming, as they need conserved coding sequences to be identified and deduced prior to sequence alignment. Likewise, method that relies on gene function needs genes to be assessed for function similarity. Other alignment-free methods, which are based on particular genome sequence properties, so far have been complex and not species-specific enough for classification of organisms below genus level. The present study found that the ratios of DNA trimer frequencies to chromosomal length were species-specific. Density of a trimer in a chromosomal sequence was defined as the average frequency of the trimer per 1 kbp. The species-specificity of trimer densities in chromosomes of many closely related bacteria was compared in parallel with 16S rDNA sequences in these same bacteria. The results of these comparisons indicate that trimer densities in chromosomes can be used to simply and efficiently classify the organisms below genus level.